GLASS DISPLAY PANELS
Glass display panels
Radio Zeeland DMP has built many display panels over the
years. The expertise to build a spot on display panel is
something we are known by.
Radio Zeeland DMP offers the possibility to have a semicustom display panel built for your vessel.
The customer can choose between one, two or three
displays, which we will built behind one glass surface.

Touch screen
One or more displays can be fitted with projected capacitive
touch screen controls if desired. Precious space on the
dashboard can be saved by adding a touch screen, because
there will be no more need for pointer devices.

The display size is chosen by the customer, as is the shape
of the glass sheet. All displays will be optically bonded
behind the glass, to enhance viewing angles and display
readability.

Shapes

Sizes

To create a product that can be applied on every vessel, Radio
Zeeland DMP allows its customers to choose the desired size
and glass sheet. This glass sheet can for example contain
round shapes, to be implemented in the wheelhouse interior.
Behind this glass sheet, the monitors will be mounted and
bonded.
This way, the desired custom display panel can be made, with
a standard solution.

The following display sizes are available with these display
panels.
- 10”
- 19”
- 15“
- 24”
- 17”
The sizes of the displays in a one, two or three monitor
panel have to be the same.

Curved glass display panels
Display panels can take in a lot of space in the
wheelhouse.
With multiple screeds lined up, the outer screens can be
to far away to sustain a good readability.
When the screens are slightly turned towards the
operator, it can favor the readability.
When applying a glass panel we have the option of a
curved glass sheet, to make sure the operator has good
sight on all monitors.

Product is subject to change without notice.

